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QUESTION 1

A large retailer believestheir In-Transit supply is more reliable than their Planned Purchase Order supply for the
purposes of Order Promising. Therefore, they want to exclude 60% of the Planned Purchase Order Supply Type when
promising, and they want to exclude only 10% of the In-Transit Supply Type. 

Which IBM Sterling Order Management configuration should be considered? 

A. In Catalog Management, configure the high velocity item classification with a safety factor of 60% and the low velocity
item classification with a safety factor with 10% 

B. In Supply Collaboration, configure the Planned Purchase Order supply type with a safety factor of 60% and the In-
Transit supply type with a safety factor of 10% 

C. In Distributed Order Management, configure the default schedule rule with a safety factor of 60% 

D. In Global Inventory Visibility, configure the Planned Purchase Order supply type with a safety factor of 60% and the
In-Transit supply type with a safety factor of 10% 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A large retailer sells home theater packages together with an optional, billable, installation service. To date, the
installation service has only been available to customers who purchase the home theater package from the large
retailer. To be competitive, and to tap into an additional source of revenue, the retailer would now like to sell the
installation service as a stand-alone service, eliminatingthe need for a customer to first purchase the home theater
package from them. An implementation professional must configure the IBM Sterling Order Management system to
allow the retailer\\'s CSRs to sell the home theater installation service as a stand-alone service. 

Which course of action is the MOST appropriate? 

A. Create a "special1service item to satisfy the retailer\\'s request 

B. Create a procedure that associates the installation service with a zero cost "ghost" home theater package 

C. Configure a multi-price type to include the installation charge along with the home theater price 

D. Create a provided service item in IBM Sterling Business Center with the option "Association with product is required"
checkbox cleared 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which option is NOT an advantage of using theindexing solution in an IBM Sterling Order Management V9.4
implementation? 

A. All operations can be executed using a Java client object. 

B. Data can be indexed by using JSON over HTTP. 
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C. Configurations can be set at the index level. 

D. All the capabilities of Eclipse are exposed through simple configurations and plug-ins 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

In the following scenario, the system should avoid locking in YFSJNVENTORYJTEM until the overall availability is low
(150). 

How can this requirement be modeled in the system? 

A. Configure yfs.hotsku.lockOnlyOnLowAvailability = Y 

B. Configure yfs.skipLockInventoryitemList = Y 

C. Configure yfs.hotsku.assumeUnavailableonLockTimeout = Y 

D. Configure yfs hotsku.useAvailabilityAcrossNodes = Y 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

In an IBM Sterling Order Management deployment, the LDAP authentication will be implemented as a web service call
against the Employee Active Directory. 

Which is a valid property for this LDAP implementation? 

A. yfs.yfs security Idap user 

B. yfs.yfs.security.ldap.authenticator 

C. yfs.ldap.authenticator 

D. yfs.yfs.security.ldap.uri 

Correct Answer: D 
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